
Cloud for 
Finance

Reinvent Your Business
Cloud is the way of the future and the only way 
to stay relevant is to stay up to date. RapidScale’s 
cloud services allow financial companies to 
support newer, better applications and services 
that meet the growing market demands for 
mobility and business intelligence.

Some of the biggest concerns for 
financial businesses are data security 
and compliance issues. RapidScale, 
a Cox Business company, offers a 
solution that provides access to 
enterprise-grade security to keep 
sensitive data confidential, all while 
improving agility and collaboration 
between employees and clients and 
expanding business opportunities 
into new markets.
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Compliance

Compliance requirements have 
put pressure on the industry to 
recognize infrastructure as an 
important part of a business 
model.

Security

Cloud computing has evolved 
into a secure technology that 
rivals and exceeds traditional IT. 
Financial services can leverage 
the cloud without risking data 
security or violating regulations.

Innovation

Cloud allows businesses to 
expand quickly into new markets 
and adapt business processes 
efficiently. Enable your company 
to support applications that 
accommodate these efforts.

Collaboration

RapidScale allows employees 
across all sectors of your 
business to communicate and 
access information securely on 
any device, anywhere.



Financial service organizations are constantly dealing with 
extremely sensitive and confidential information. You need to 
balance strong data protection with addressing customer needs 
and adapting to a rapidly changing business environment. You 
can find this balance in the cloud. RapidScale helps provide 
secure IT resources and meets industry regulations while 
providing a multitude of benefits that are invaluable to the 
financial sector.

Our cloud services also allow financial businesses to expand 
quickly into new markets, acquire new applications and adapt 
business processes to new opportunities in an efficient manner. 
The cloud meets the ever-growing consumer demand for easily 
accessible services, allowing employees to communicate with 
customers and provide the financial services they want and need 
wherever they are.

Cost Efficiency

Cloud services can optimize IT resources, and greatly reduce 
capital expenses and operating costs. Instead of building 
for maximum capacity, you can purchase cloud space with 
RapidScale’s pay-as-you-go model to meet your specific storage 
needs. You’ll also experience automatic updates while avoiding the 
headache of hardware refresh.

Application Integration

RapidScale simplifies application purchasing and license 
management for your business. We can integrate some of the 
most commonly used business apps into your cloud environment, 
including QuickBooks, NetSuite, FIS, Dynamics GP and Fiserv.
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Cloud Security

RapidScale offers high-quality protection for your data and information 
in our secure, redundant and geographically diverse data centers. Our 
PCI DSS-certified data centers, which are audited annually to produce 
a SOC 2, Type II report, help keep your sensitive information safe and 
secure.

All of RapidScale’s data centers feature: 

 On-premises security guards

 Exterior security systems

 Biometric security systems including palm scanners

 Continuous digital surveillance and recording

They’re engineered to the highest of standards to help keep your 
business running 24/7/365. RapidScale’s certified network experts are 
available around the clock, ensuring you always have someone to turn to 
with questions or concerns.


